
IN THE COURT OF THE ADDL. SESSIONS JUDGE NO. IV  ,   FTC, KAMRUP (M),   
GUWAHATI.

Sessions Case No. 129/2016
U/S 376 IPC 

PRESENT : Smti P R Rajmedhi,
                   Addl. Sessions Judge No. IV, FTC,
                   Kamrup (M), Guwahati.

                                                         State of Assam
                                                               -Vs- 

                                               Jannat Ali.......Accused.    
                               

                                                   
Date of Evidence recorded on – 29.11.16, 05.01.17, 29.04.17 & 08.08.17, 

Date of Argument heard on     – 11.08.17.

Date of Judgment  delivered on –25.08.17. 

Appearance :

Advocate for the State --      Shri B.C. Bhattacharyya, Ld. Addl. P.P., 

Advocate for the Accused –  Mr. N. Bakhsh, Ld. Advocate. 

 

J U D G M E N T

1. The  prosecution  story  as  unfolded  at  the  trial  may  shortly  be  stated  that 

informant  Hamidul  Islam  lodged  an  FIR  on  13.01.16  with  the  O/C,  Sonapur  P.S. 

alleging that on 13.12.15, at 12 midnight, taking the advantage of his absence at his 

house, his co-villager Jannat Ali forcibly committed rape on his wife on the pretext of  

making Pan Card. However, on 25.12.15, the accused also attempted to commit illegal 

act with his wife and on being seen the occurrence, his sister-in-law Jyotsnara Begum 

started alarm for which the accused fled away therefrom. It is also stated that though 

he placed the matter to the villagers, but no “Mel” was held for which the FIR was 

delayed. 

2. Having  received  the  FIR,  the  same  was  registered  by  the  Sonapur  P.S., 

investigated the matter and upon completion of investigation, laid charge-sheet against  

the accused person for the offence punishable u/s 376 IPC.

3. The Ld. Judicial Magistrate, 1st Class, Kamrup (M), Guwahati has committed the 

case to  the Court  of  Sessions since the offence against  the accused is  exclusively 

triable by the Court of Sessions. 



 

4. The Hon'ble Sessions Judge has transferred the case to my file for disposal. 

5. Upon appearance of the accused, having heard the learned counsel for both the 

sides, my learned predecessor-in-office has framed charge against the accused for the 

offence punishable u/s 376 IPC and the same was read over and explained to him to 

which he pleaded not guilty and claimed to be tried. 

6. In course of trial, the prosecution has examined altogether 7 Nos. of witnesses. 

After closing the evidence of the prosecution witnesses, the accused was examined u/s 

313 Cr.P.C. His plea is denial and he has not adduced any evidence.

7. I have heard the argument advanced by the learned counsel for both the sides.

8. Now Point for Determination  :-

Whether the accused person at midnight of 13.12.15, at the house of informant 

situated  at  Sonapur  Pathar  under  Sonapur  P.S.  committed  rape  on  his 

wife/victim, as alleged ? 

9. Discussion, Decision, and Reasons for such Decision :-

 I have carefully gone through the evidence on record so as to arrive at a just 

decision of the case. 

10. PW 1 is Hamidul Islam. He is the informant. According to him, about one year 

back, while he was absent at his  house, his  wife was committed rape by accused 

Jannat. After 15 days of that occurrence, again the accused came to his house and 

attempted to commit rape on her for which his sister-in-law Jyotsnara tried to nab the  

accused,  but  he  fled  away.  After  the  occurrence,  he  has  arrived  at  the  place  of 

occurrence and saw a mob at his house. He was informed about the occurrence by his 

wife and other persons. Accordingly after four days of the occurrence, he has informed 

the matter to 

 

the Matabbar for convening a “Mel”. But the same was not held for which after one 

month of the occurrence, he filed the FIR by puting his thumb impression. 



 In cross, he admitted that his wife has not informed about the first occurrence 

to him. He also stated that he found at his house one Rafija, Barek, Mobarak and 

others. He further admitted that if his sister-in-law Jyotsmara would not have shouted 

then he would not know about the occurrence. He also stated that he has informed 

about the matter to one Barek Matabbar and said Barek Matabbar is still alive. 

11. PW 2 is Md. Billaluddin. According to him, about one year back, one day, at 8 

P.M., his brother Hamidul was sent by accused Jannat to another place and accordingly 

accused came to the house of his brother and started altercating with his sister-in-

law/victim. At that time, his wife Jyotsnara came out from his house on being heard 

'hulla”.  After 10 days of that occurrence, one day, the victim “X” started alarm for 

which Jyotsnara arrived there and found that Jannat was coming out. But at the time 

of occurrence, he was there at Mosque. He also saw a mob. However, on being asked,  

he was informed by the victim that prior 10-15 days of that occurrence, the accused 

committed rape on her while they were not at their house. 

 In cross, he admitted that he has not seen the occurrence. He further admitted 

that he was not informed by the victim immediately after the occurrence. He further 

stated that if his wife Jyotsnara had not been to the place of the occurrence then she 

would not know about the occurrence.

12. PW 3 is Jyotsnara Begum. She is the wife of PW-2 Billaluddin. According to her, 

about one year back, at 8 P.M., accused came to the house of Hamidul. Accused Jannat 

sent Hamidul to other place by giving Broiler. After half an hour of sending Hamidul to 

other place, again accused came to the house of Hamidul. The victim and the accused 

started to talk for which there has been altercation. Accordingly, she rushed to the 

house of victim, but the accused fled away therefrom. She also saw that accused fell 

down the victim over the bed by pushing her. However, she was informed by the victim 

that accused attempted to commit illegal act with her. She was too informed by the 

victim that prior to one month of that occurrence, the accused committed rape on her.  

They also invited “Mel”, but the same was not held. 

 In cross, she admitted that the victim was residing in the same courtyard with 

that of their  house. She further admitted that she was not informed by the victim 

about the first rape that committed by the accused on her. She denied that she did not  

state before the I/O that accused Jannat sent Hamidul by giving Broiler and after half 

an hour of departure of Hamidul, again accused came to the house of vitim. 



 She also admitted that she has not stated before the I/O that she saw that 

accused fell down the victim over the bed by pushing her. 

 She further  denied that  she did not  state before  the I/O that  she was not 

informed by the victim that the accused attempted to do illegal act with her. She also  

stated  that  prior  to  the  occurrence,  the  accused  used  to  come  to  the  house  of 

informant and also used to make discussion with the victim. 

13. PW 4 is victim “X” (actual name is withheld). She deposed that about one year 

back, one night, while her husband was there at Guwahati, the accused came to her 

house for taking papers for making the Pan Card. The accused asked her to give the 

phone number of  her husband and accordingly she gave the same. After  that  the 

accused forcibly committed rape on her. After commission of rape, the accused fled 

away  therefrom.  However,  after  15  days  of  the  occurrence,  again  one  night,  the 

accused came to their house. However, her husband was sent to other place by giving 

Broiler. At that time, accused stayed at their house and started altercating with her and 

fell her down by pushing for which she started shouting and accordingly her sister-in-

law Jyotsnara arrived there. But after that, the accused fled away therefrom. For that 

occurrence, her husband has informed the matter to the villagers and a “Mel” was 

held. But after one month of that occurrence, her husband has initiated the case. She 

was examined by the Doctor at GMCH. She also made statement before the Magistrate  

and proved the same as Ext-1, Ext-1(1) and 1(2) are her signature. 

 

 In  cross,  she  admitted  that  she  has  not  informed  abybody  about  the 

commission of first occurrence that she was committed rape by the accused. She also 

admitted that her sister-in-law Jyotsnara also stayed in the same compound with that 

of her house. 

 She also admitted that on the first day of occurrence, while she was committed 

rape by the accused, she has not started alarm. 

 She also stated that her husband has informed the matter to Matabbar Barek, 

Rajak etc. who assured them that they would take money from the accused for them. 

 She denied that prior to occurrence, the accused used to visit her house since 

she was having in love with him and used to sex with her taking the advantage of 

absence of her husband. 



 She  denied  that  she  did  not  state  before  the  I/O  as  well  as  before  the 

Magistrate that  the accused sent her  husband by giving Broiler  to other  place,  he 

stayed at her house and started altercating with her and fell her down by pushing. 

 14. PW 5 is Abdul Hakim. He is also one of the brother of the informant. According 

to him, about 5/6 months back, one day, he was informed by the victim over phone 

that accused attempted to commit rape on her. However, on the next day, he came to  

the house of his brother and saw a mob who assured them to convene “Bichar” but the 

same was not held for which his sister-in-law/victim has initiated the case. 

 In  cross,  he  admitted  that  he  was  informed  by  the  victim  only  for  the 

subsequent occurrence. But on the earlier occurrence, he was not informed. He too 

admitted that at the time of marriage, the victim accepted the accused as her father. 

15. PW 6 is Ratneswar Das. He is the Investigating Officer. According to him, on 

28.02.16, he was working as O/C at Sonapur P.S. On that day, on being received an 

FIR from the informant,  he has registered the case and entrusted one ASI  Kanak 

Choudhury for preliminary investigation. Accordingly, said ASI Kanak Choudhury had 

been to the place of occurrence, prepared the sketch map vide Ext-2, Ext-2(1) is the 

signature of Kanak Choudhury whom he knows. He too recorded the statement of the 

witnesses.  The  victim  was  also  sent  for  medical  examination  to  GMCH  and  also 

collected the Medical Report. He proved the FIR as Ext-3, Ext-3(1) is his signature. 

After completion of preliminary investigation, said ASI Kanak Choudhury has handed 

over the case diary to him and on the basis of his investigation, he (PW-6) laid charge-

sheet against the accused vide Ext-4, Ext-4(1) is his signature. 

 He proved the contradiction of the victim/PW 4 that in course of investigation 

she did not state to him that accused Jannat sent her husband by giving Broiler to 

other place, after one month of that occurrence, the accused again came to her house, 

the accused attempted to commit illegal act with her. 

 He also proved the contradiction of PW 4 that she did not state before him that 

the accused started altercating with her by sending her husband by giving Broiler to 

other place and also fell her down by pushing. 

16. PW  7  is  Dr.  Anurupa  Choudhury.  According  to  her,  on  14.01.16,  she  was 

working as Demonstrator in the Department of Forensic Medicine, GMCH. On that day, 

medical examination was done on the person of victim in connection with Sonapur P.S. 



Case No. 7/16 u/s 376 IPC on being escorted and identified by WPC 1698 Dibyajyoti 

Pegu in presence of female attendant Uttara Das. 

 She has mentioned the history of the Case that - on 25.12.15, she was sleeping 

with her son at night, At around 12 midnight, she went to toilet. After returning to bed, 

Mohabul Hoque grabbed her suddenly and did sexual intercourse with her forcefully. 

She refused and shouted for  help.  When her sister-in-law came he ran away. She 

registered a case in Sonapur P.S. on 13.01.15.  

 After examination, she opined that -

1. There is no evidence of recent sexual intercourse detected on her person.

2. There is no evidence of injury or foreign material detected on her person. 

  She proved the Medical Report of the victim as Ext-5, Ext-5(1), 5(2) and 5(3) 

are her signatures. 

 

 In cross, she admitted that she has not found any injury on the person of the 

victim. 

17. These much of evidence are found available from the side of the prosecution 

witnesses. Now upon perusal of the FIR, it appears to me that the alleged occurrence 

took place in two dates i.e. 13.12.15 and 25.12.15.  On 13.12.15, complainant Hamidul 

Islam  was  absent  at  his  house  and  taking  that  advantage,  the  accused  forcibly 

committed rape on his wife. The second occurrence took place on 25.12.15 at 7.30 

P.M. On that day, the accused entered into his house and attempted to commit illegal 

act with his wife. At that time, his sister-in-law Jyotsnara Begum started alarm, then 

the accused fled away therefrom. The informant has lodged the FIR on 13.01.16 by 

alleging the fact that he has placed the matter before the leading persons but the 

same was not held for which the FIR was delayed.

18. Now this informant as PW 1 has stated that he was not informed by his wife 

about the commission of rape on her. According to him, about one year back, one 

night, while he was absent at his house, the accused committed rape on his wife. After  

15 days of that occurrence, the accused again came to his house and attempted to 

commit rape on his wife for which his sister-in-law Jyotsnara tried to catch the accused 

but he fled away therefrom. He had arrived at his house after the occurrence was over.  

He was informed by his wife and others about it. But after four days of the occurrence, 

he has informed the matter to the village Matabbar but no “Mel” was held.



19. On the other hand, PW-3 Jyotsnara Begum, the sister-in-law of PW 1 has stated 

that about one year back, one night, at 8 P.M., accused came to the house of PW 1. 

The accused sent PW-1 to other place by giving Broiler. After half an hour of departure 

of  PW-1,  again the accused came to  the house of  PW-1.  The victim and accused 

started talking for which there has been a chaotic situation, accordingly she rushed to 

the house of victim, but the accused fled away. She also saw that accused fell down 

the victim by pushing her. She was too informed by the victim that the accused tried to 

commit illegal act with her. She was too informed by the victim that prior to one month 

of that occurrence, the the accused committed rape on her for which the matter was 

placed before the villagers but the same was not held. It appears from her evidence 

that  she  resides  in  the  same compound  with  that  of  victim.  It  also  appears  that 

regarding the commission of rape on the victim, the victim did not inform her about it. 

20. From perusing the evidence of PW-1 and PW-3, it appears that their evidences 

are not found corroborative with each other. On the other hand, PW-2 and PW-5 are 

the elder brother and younger brother of PW-1. In fact, PW-2 and PW-5 have not seen 

the occurrence. According to PW-2, about one year back, at 8 P.M., accused sent his 

brother Hamidul to other place and the accused started altercating with his sister-in-

law/victim  for  which  his  wife  Jyotsnara  (PW-3)  came  out.  After  10  days  of  that 

occurrence, on being heard alarm, his wife again came to the house of victim and 

found that the accused went away. On being asked, he was too informed by victim that  

prior 10-15 days of that occurrence, the accused committed rape on her taking the 

advantage of none at their house. But admittedly, the victim has not informed about 

the commission of  rape on her  by accused after  the occurrence. The PW-5 Abdul  

Hakim  admitted  that  he  was  informed  by  the  victim  about  the  second  day  of 

occurrence but regarding the prior occurrence, he was not informed anything. It also 

appears  from his  evidence  that  at  the  time  of  marriage,  the  victim  accepted  the 

accused as her father. 

21. Now coming to the evidence of PW-4/victim and it appears that about one year 

back, at night, while her husband was there at Guwahati, the accused came to her 

house  to  take  some  papers  for  making  Pan  Card.  After  that,  she  was  forcibly 

committed  rape.  The  accused  fled  away  therefrom.  Again  after  15  days  of  that 

occurrence, the accused came to her house and sent her husband to another place by 



giving Broiler and started altercating with her and fell her down by pushing. At that  

time, she started alarm, her sister-in-law/PW-3 arrived there, after that the accused 

fled away. For that occurrence, her husband has placed the matter to the villagers to 

convene  “Mel”.  The  “Mel”  was  held  for  one  day  and  after  one  month  of  that  

occurrence, her husband initiated the case. 

 

22. Admittedly, she has not informed about the first day of occurrence to anybody. 

She has also not raised any alarm that the accused committed rape on her. It also 

appears that the matter was placed to the Matabbar Barek, Rajak etc. who assured 

them that they would take money for them. While they failed to take money from the 

accused, for which the PW-1 has initiated the case against the accused. Though the 

informant/PW-1 took the plea that the FIR was delayed since he placed the matter to 

the villagers but in fact no “Mel” was held. But the prosecution has not been able to 

examine anyone of the Matabbar such as Barek, Rajak etc. to corroborate the fact of 

occurrence that occured for which the informant has placed the matter to them to 

convene  “Bichar”.  From  the  evidence  of  PW-4/victim,  it  appears  to  me  that  the 

Matabbars assured them that they (Matabars) would take money from the accused for 

them. It also appears that PW-4 accepted the accused as her father at the time of her  

marriage. From the evidence of PWs-1, 2, 3 and 5, it appears that no “Mel” was held 

regarding the commission of rape on the victim/PW-4. But PW-4/victim has stated that 

the “Mel” was held for one day. From the evidence of PW-4/victim, it also appears that 

second occurrence took place after 15 days of the first occurrence and on that day, the 

accused came to their house and started altercating with her and fell her down by 

pushing her. However, the PW-3, the sister-in-law of PW 1 has stated that the accused 

and the victim were talking for which a chaotic situation arose. Immediately she rushed 

to the place of occurrence and found that the accused fled away therefrom. From her 

evidence, it appears nothing that she saw that accused attempted to commit rape on 

the victim.  On the other  hand,  the informant/PW-1 has stated in  the FIR that  on 

25.12.15, at 7.30 P.M., accused came to his house and attempted to commit illegal act 

with her for which his sister-in-law/PW-3 arrived at the place of occurrence and started 

alarm, then the accused fled away. 

23. The fact of ejahar is also not found corroborative with that of evidence of PW-1. 

The PWs-1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 are the interested witnesses. They are the brothers and 

sister-in-law in relation. They are hailing from same family, but their evidences are not 



found corroborative with each other. 

The victim was examined on 14.01.16 by PW 7, the M.O. wherein she has given the 

history to the M.O. that - on 25.12.15, she was sleeping with her son at night, At 

around  12  midnight,  she  went  to  toilet.  After  returning  to  bed,  Mohabul  Hoque 

grabbed her suddenly and did sexual intercourse with her forcefully. She refused and 

shouted for help. When her sister-in-law came he ran away. She registered a case in 

Sonapur P.S. on 13.01.15. The informant/PW-1 lodged the FIR on 13.01.16 and the 

victim was examined by PW-7 on 14.01.16 and immediately after lodging the FIR, she 

made the history to the M.O. wherein she stated that on being return to bed, one 

Mohabul  Haque  dragged  her  forcibly  and  committed  sexual  intercourse  with  her. 

Though the informant/PW-1 has mentioned the second day of occurrence as 25.12.15, 

at 7.30 P.M., but from the evidence of M.O./PW-7, it appears that the wife of PW-1 has 

stated  that  on 25.12.15,  at  12 midnight  while  she  was  returning from toilet,  one 

Mohibul Haque committed rape on her forcibly. 

 But here in the instant case, the accused Jannat Ali has been facing trial, but it  

has not been established that said Jannat Ali is by name Mohabul Haque.  

24. So,  having  considered  the  evidence  on  record  together  with  the  above 

discussion and discrepancies, I am of the view that prosecution has not been found 

able to prove its case against the accused beyond all reasonable doubt and accordingly 

I  acquit  the accused from the purview of  the charges punishable u/s  376 IPC on 

benefit of doubt and set him at liberty forthwith. 

25. The term of bail bond of the accused person is extended for a period of 6 (six)  

months U/S 437(A) of the Cr.P.C

26. Send down the LCR together with a copy of Judgment.

Given under my hand and seal of this Court on 25th day of August, 2017.

                                                                      (Smti. P. R. Rajmedhi) 
                                                             Addl. Sessions Judge No. IV, FTC,

   Kamrup (M), Guwahati.



APPENDIX 

1.The prosecution has examined the following 7 nos. of witnesses :- 

PW-1 = is the Hamidul Iuslam, the informant, 
PW-2 = is Md. Billaluddin, 
PW-3 = is Jyotsnara Begum,
PW-4 = is the victim “X”,
PW-5 = is Abdul Hakim,
PW-6 = is Ratneswar Das,
PW-7 = is Dr. Anurupa Choudhury, the M.O.,

2. The prosecution has exhibited the following documents :-

Ext. -1                 = is the statement of the victim u/s 164 Cr.P.C.,  
       -1(1) & 1(2) = are the signatures of the victim “X”,
Ext. -2                 = is the Sketch Map,
        2(1)             = is the signature of Kanak Choudhury, the I.O,
Ext. -3                 = is the FIR,
        3(1)             = is the signature of Ratneswar Das, the I.O.
Ext. -4                = is the Charge-sheet,
        4(1)            = is the signature of Ratneswar Das, the I/O,
Ext. - 5               = is the Medical Report, 
       - 5(1), 5(2) and 5(3) = are the signatures of Dr. Anurupa Choudhury, the 

M.O.

                                                       
             

      ( Smti. P. R. Rajmedhi) 
                                                            Addl. Sessions Judge NO. IV, FTC, 

      Kamrup (M), Guwahati.


